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ABSTRACT
The HP-8410S Microwave Network Analyzer System and the
Wang 600 Programmable Calculating and Plotting System are
discussed. An interface between the two is described and
the feasibility of microwave network analysis under program
control is demonstrated. Four calculator programs which
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The HP-8410S Microwave Network Analyzer System enables
rapid characterization of microwave network components by
determining complex scattering parameters, commonly referred
to as S parameters. It provides a large amount of raw data
by displaying these parameters in a continuous analog plot
over octave bandwidths. Even though a large amount of data
is provided, recording and interpretation must still be
done manually. This is time consuming, and the accuracy
provided by the network analyzer can be diminished by
recording and reduction errors.
With this in mind, it was felt that the network analyzer
system could be enhanced by the addition of a peripheral
system to automatically sample the displayed S parameters
at discrete frequencies, perform data reduction, plot and
list the results. The purpose of this study was to demon-
strate the feasibility of such a system by interfacing the
Wang 600 Programmable Calculator System and the HP-8410S





S parameters are obtained from reflection and trans-
mission measurements of voltage waves incident on a test
device. They are the ratios of complex signal voltages and
contain both amplitude and phase information.
S parameters are preferred at microwave frequencies
because they are measured with the device under test termi-
nated in the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line in which it is inserted. As a result, stray capacitance
and lead inductance caused by open and short circuit termi-
nations are eliminated. Also, semiconductor devices do not
oscillate under test.
B. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
A means of determining S parameters is by use of two
dual directional couplers with the device to be tested
inserted between and the system fed by a high frequency
signal source. This technique is shown in block diagram
form in Figure 1.
The ratio of the reference and test channel signals is
obtained with a vector voltmeter. The characteristic
impedance terminations on the second directional coupler
prevent reflections. With this arrangement, S^-^ and Sg-j^































port device is turned around and the measurements
repeated.
The part of the block diagram enclosed by dotted lines
is referred to as a transducer. It splits the incoming
signal into a reference and test channel, and provides the
capability of extending the electrical length of the refer-
ence channel so that the reference and test signals travel
the same electrical distance. This preserves the phase




Figure 2 is a block diagram of the HP-8410S Microwave
Network Analyzer - Wang 600 Calculating and Plotting System
which is installed in the Naval Postgraduate School Micro-
wave Laboratory.
A. MICROWAVE NETWORK ANALYZER
The HP-8690B Sweep Oscillator with the HP-8690B series
RF plug-ins serves as the signal source for one of two trans-
ducers, either the HP-8743A Reflection-Transmission Test Unit
or the HP-8745A S-Parameter Test Set, depending on the
frequency range of operation desired.
These transducers are capable of both reflection and
transmission measurements. They use dual directional couplers
to split the incoming signal into reference and test channels.
The device under test is connected to the front panel.
Coaxial switches, operated by pushbuttons, connect the system
correctly for the type measurement desired.
Available with the transducers are the HP-11600B
Transistor Fixture, HP-8717B bias Supply and HP-11590A Bias
Tee, which allow S parameter characterization of active
semiconductor devices. Bipolar Transistors, FET's, diodes,
negative resistance transferred electron devices, etc. can
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The HP-8411A Harmonic Frequency Converter receives the
test and reference channel signals from the transducer and
converts them over a range of 0.11 to 12.4 GHz to a 20.278 MHz
IF. Since the conversion is linear, the test and reference
channel IF signals maintain their same relative amplitudes
and phases.
Comparison of the two signals is accomplished by low
frequency circuitry in the displays mounted in the HP-8410A
Network Analyzer Mainframe. The mainframe provides phase-
lock circuitry over an octave bandwidth to maintain the 20.278
MHz IF while frequency is being swept. It takes the ratio
of the test and reference signals and then converts down to
a second IF of 278 KHz. It has a precision to 69 dB
attenuator for accurate measurement of gain or attenuation
of test channel amplitude.
The measured S parameters are displayed on the HP-8414A
Polar Display or HP-8412A Phase-Magnitude Display. If the
polar display is used, the parameters are read directly as
magnitude and angle. If the phase-magnitude display is used,
the parameters are in the form of return loss in dB, insertion
loss or insertion gain in dB and phase in degrees versus
frequency
.
The polar display is most often used for measurement of
reflection and transmission coefficients. The phase-
magnitude display is effective for determining filter




Smith Chart overlays are available with the polar display.
These allow direct reading of normalized impedance in the
case of reflection measurements since the Smith Chart is
z 1 + rdefined by
-j^ = -= p where T is the reflection coefficient
^o 1 -
^
of the device under test and Z is the characteristic impedance
o ^
of the transmission line in which the device is inserted.
B. CALCULATOR - PLOTTER
The Wang 600-14 Programmable Calculator has a program-
mable memory which allows program control of any operation
which the calculator is capable of manually. It has si
decision-making capability which allows branching and looping
in programs. To write a program, the calculator is placed
in the "Learn" mode and the sequence of operations desired
is keyed. This results in the generation of four digit
codes which are stored sequentially in memory. Each four
digit code corresponds to a specific keyboard operation or
a specific function selection and its corresponding register
number. For example, the code 0815 means to take the number
in the display register, invert it and put the result back
in the display register. The code 0405 means to multiply
the number in register five by the number in the display
register and place the result back in register five.
To execute a program, the calc\ilator is placed in the
"Run" mode and the program is initiated by the operator.
If the program has "Bugs," the calculator is again placed in
the "Learn" mode and the program is stepped through. Each
16

program instruction is displayed as it is reached and is
checked for correctness by the operator. When an incorrect
code is found, the correct code is merely keyed in at the
same location.
Programs can be recorded on magnetic tape for storage
and future use. When a program which is on tape is needed,
it is loaded directly into memory from the tape.
There are sixteen basic registers available for data
storage. If only these sixteen are used, then programs up
to 1,848 steps can be written. If the need arises for more
than sixteen data storage registers, the calculator adapts
by changing program step storage area into data storage
registers. This is accomplished by taking eight program
steps and grouping them together to form one register. If
the entire memory is used for data storage registers, then
there are 247 available.
The Wang Model 612 Flat-Bed Plotter provides line or
point plotting and alphanumeric labeling. Format and
content of the labeling is controlled by the calculator.
17

IV. ANALOG TO DIGITAL INTERFACE
The analog to digital interfaces shown in Figure 2
were implemented by the author. A block diagram of the
interface system is shown in Figure 3.
In the rear of the polar display, horizontal and vertical
voltages directly proportional to the CRT deflection voltages
are available. They are fed into two HP-3470 Measurement
Systems where they are converted from analog to bit parallel
character parallel 8421 BCD. After transfer to Wang 605-lA
Micro Interfaces, these voltages are further converted to
serial hexadecimal
.
A portion of the output from the sweep oscillator is
routed to a HP-5340A Frequency Counter by a -20dB directional
coupler. After passing through the counter and a K01-5340A
Serial to Parallel Converter, the frequency enters a micro-
interface as bit parallel character parallel 8421 BCD and
is converted to serial hexadecimal.
Since three micro-interfaces are used, they are connected
to a Wang 623-6 I/O Buffer to alleviate fan-out problems.
The micro-interfaces transfer the voltages and frequency in
serial hexadecimal form through the I/O buffer into the
calculator's display register.
To implement the interface, it was necessary to compare
connector diagrams of a micro-interface, a BCD module and
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4, 5, and 6. As a result of comparison, the connectors were
wired as listed in Tables I and II. Logic level switches on
the micro-interfaces were set as follows. For connection to
BCD module; sign, down; print, up; execute, down; logic level,
down. For connection to serial to parallel converter; sign,
doesn't matter; print, up; execute, up; logic level, down.
A description of each interface component and control
signal interaction is given in the following section.
A. INTERFACE COMPONENT AND CONTROL SIGNAL DESCRIPTION
The Wang 605-lA Micro-Interface is an input-only
interface which accepts up to seven digits plus sign of bit
parallel character parallel 8421 BCD and converts it into
serial hexadecimal for input to the calculator's display
register.
Input logic levels are TTL/DTL compatible with nominal
values of zero volts for "0" state and +5 volts for "1"
state. One output and one input control signal are provided
and are respectively "Execute" and "Print." "Execute" is
a switch selectable d.c. condition of zero volts or +5 volts,
and indicates that the micro-interface is ready to receive
data. "Print" is an input strobe of 5 microsecond minimum
duration which can be positive or negative. A switch allows
the micro-interface to adapt to either polarity. "Print"
indicates that the peripheral to which the micro-interface
is attached is about to transfer data.
Two 36 wire cables are used for data input and output.
































































































































































































































MICRO-INTERFACE-SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER WIRING LIST
Micro-Interface
Wire Numbers
Serial to Parallel Converter
Connector Pin Numbers
































connector and plugs into the I/O buffer. The input cable
has one end factory wired to a 36 pin male Amphenol connector
which plugs into the micro-interface. The other end consists
ojf 36 exposed, numbered wires which can be wired to a suit-
able connector for attachment to a peripheral.
The HP-3470 Measurement System consists of a HP-34701A
DC Voltmeter, a HP-34740A Display and a HP-34721 BCD Module.
The d.c. voltmeter reads an analog voltage, the display
converts it into character serial digital form and displays
it. The BCD module converts the character serial data from
the display into bit parallel character parallel 8421 BCD for
input to a HP-5055A Digital Recorder or equivalent. In this
case, the input is to a micro-interface rather than a digital
recorder. BCD module output is through a 50 pin rear panel
connector. Ten columns are available, five are for the
digits in the Display, one for overrange, one for function,
one for range and two for polarity.
The d.c. voltmeter has four voltage ranges of operation,
to +1, to +10, to +100, and to +1000. The display
has four digits plus and overrange digit which completes
the readout on measurements above full scale up to 100%
overrange. When 100% overrange is reached, all digits except
the overrange digit are blanked.
The maximum useable x or y output from the polar display
is +2.1 volts. Therefore, the to +1 volt range on the d.c.
voltmeter cannot be used because even with the overrange
digit feature on the display, the maximum voltage which can
26

be displayed is 1.9999 volts. Any larger voltage yields
1.
.
Thus, the to +10 volt range is used. This range
gives a digital output adequate to cover the x and y voltage
range with three decimal point accuracy.
The logic level of the BCD module is the same as that of
the micro-interface. It allows for three input control
signals, "Front Panel Lockout," "(+) Printer Hold-off," and
"External Trigger," and provides one output control signal,
"Print." The input control signal of consequence here is
"External Trigger," which is a +5 volt d.c. pulse of one
microsecond minimum duration.
With the front panel output rate switch in the hold
position, the display will be sampled by the BCD module only
when the "External Trigger" pin is at +5 volts or the "Manual"
pushbutton is pressed. When the micro-interface sends its
"Execute" command to the external trigger pin on the BCD
module connector, it responds by sequentially transferring
the data in the display into output data registers. During
this transfer, conversion from bit parallel character serial
8421 BCD to bit parallel character parallel 8421 BCD occurs.
The BCD module next sends its "Print" command, followed
by the parallel transfer of the number in its output data
registers to the micro-interface. Once there, this number
is converted to serial hexadecimal and transferred into the
display register of the calculator. When transfer is com-
plete, the "Execute" command from the micro-interface is
returned to its original d.c. state of volts and control is
returned to the calculator.
27

The HP-5340A Frequency Counter provides a digital display
of measured frequency and outputs bit parallel character
serial "1" state negative ASCII to a 24 pin rear panel
connector. A HP-K01-5340A Serial to Parallel Converter is
used to convert this into bit parallel, character parallel
8421 BCD for input to a HP-5050A/B or HP-5055A Digital Recorder
with the counter functioning as "Talker" and the recorder as
"Listener." In this case, the input is to a micro-interface
rather than a digital recorder.
The serial to parallel converter has as input from the
frequency counter a 24 wire cable and as output a 50 pin
connector which outputs ten columns of bit parallel character
parallel 8421 BCD. Eight columns are for the digits displayed
in the window of the frequency counter, and two columns are
for a positive single digit exponent. The exponent is used
to designate decimal point location with hertz as the measure-
ment unit. Blanked zeros in the frequency counter's display
are output as zeros by the serial to parallel converter.
The 50 pin connector provides one input command, "Inhibit,"
and one output command, "Print." Logic levels are the same
as those of the micro-interface.
Unlike the BCD module, which can have its sample and
output rate controlled by "External Trigger," the converter
was designed to enable the frequency counter to operate in
the "Talk Always" mode to a digital recorder. This means
that no "External Trigger" input is available to control
sample and output rate. The frequency counter samples its
28

display window and issues a "Print" command at the rate
determined by its internal rate generator. However, the
converter provides a means by which the frequency counter
will not output data until a record cycle is complete. When
the frequency counter samples a frequency and generates a
BCD output, the converter issues a "Print" command to the
digital recorder. The recorder responds with an "Inhibit"
command which causes the converter to prevent any further
frequency sampling by the counter. The recorder removes the
"Inhibit" command when recording is complete. The converter
then allows another count-record cycle to be started.
In order to control sample and output rate of the fre-
quency counter, the "Execute" command line from the micro-
interface is connected to the "Inhibit" pin on the converter
and has its logic level set so that when the micro-interface
is not requesting data from the frequency counter, +5 volts
are applied to the "Inhibit" pin of the converter. When the
micro-interface sends its "Execute" command to the converter,
the +5 volts are removed. This causes the converter to allow
the frequency counter to function and send data to the
converter which issues a "Print" command and transfers the
data to the micro-interface. After the data is transferred
to the calculator's display register, the "Execute" command
is removed and +5 volts are again applied to the "Inhibit"





Any one of the seven input digits to the micro-interface
can be wired to generate a decimal. Since four significant
digits are transferred from the BCD module to the micro-
interface, and since the voltages measured are always within
the 10 volt range of the d.c. voltmeter, the micro-interface
is wired to generate a decimal which follows the most
significant digit of the input voltage. This was accomplished
by wiring digit #2 on the micro-interface as a decimal. The
least significant digit of the input voltage is wired to
digit #5, the most significant to digit #1. The other digits
are wired in order between. Digit #0 is unused and digit
#6 is wired to the optional digit input from the BCD module.
If the HP-34750A Display were used instead of the
HP-34740A Display, the optional digit would give another
decimal point of accuracy. Since the HP-34740A Display is
used, the optional digit always appears as a zero when
transferred to the calculator's display register.
Eight digits, a plus sign and an exponent are output
by the serial to parallel converter. The micro-interface
can only accept seven digits. Therefore, only the six most
significant digits of the frequency measurement and the
exponent are wired to the micro-interface connector. The
plus sign which proceeds the exponent is unnecessary. The
exponent digit is wired to digit #6 on the micro-interface
and the most significant digit of the frequency is wired to
digit frO. The other digits are wired in order between.
30

Since two digits of the frequency are not sent to the
micro-interface, the exponent is in error and must have
two added to it to give a correct reading when displayed
in the calculator's display register. This is accomplished




Four programs to demonstrate the feasibility of calculator-
aided microwave network analysis were written by the author.
In general terms they can be described as follows.
The X and y voltages from the polar display and the
frequency of the sweep oscillator's output are called for
sequentially by the calculator. Each micro-interface has a
switch selectable address which can be any number from 00
through 15. When a calculator program requires raw data,
the calculator transfers control to a micro-interface, which
then interrogates the peripheral to which it is attached.
The peripheral responds with the data to the micro-interface,
which transfers it to the calculator's display register.
Once in the display register, it is moved to a storage
location.
When this cycle is complete, program control returns to
the calculator and another micro-interface is given control,
or if the data sampling desired by the program is finished,
then data reduction proceeds in the calculator.
The reduced data is stored by the calculator and then
plotted by the plotter under program control in the form
desired. The data can also be listed beside the plot or
printed out on the calculator's 21-column drum printer.
32

A. 8^-1^/822 - PRINTING
This program uses the calculator's 21-column drum printer
to type out ten items derived from reflection measurements
using the polar display. These are frequency, VSWR, Re T,
Im r, |r|, ^r. Re z, Im z, |z|, and ^z. The Program is
designed to be executed on a point by point basis i.e. a
point is taken and the reduced data typed out before another
point is taken.
Figure 7 shows a typical output.
B. SMITH CHART - PLOTTING AND LISTING
This program uses the plotter as the output device and
is designed for reflection measurements on the polar display.
A maximum of 41 data points can be taken. Forty-two or
more will cause data to be stored in memory locations which
contain program steps and will result in program errors. A
simplified Smith Chart is drawn and the points plotted on it.
Frequency and real and imaginary parts of normalized impedance
of each point are listed beside the chart.
The program can be used for devices which exhibit a
negative real part of impedance (T > 1), such as transferred
electron devices, as well as devices which have a positive
real part of impedance (F ^ 1). This flexibility results
from a routine which tests each point before it is plotted
to determine if r > 1 or if r <: 1. If F > 1, the location
of the point to be plotted on the Smith Chart is obtained
from the inverse of the complex conjugate of the measured
33

Reflection measurement of input to a JAN2N3866 Transistor





























reflection coefficient. The Smith Chart lines of constant
resistance are then interpreted as negative and the impedance
print out has its real part negative. If r < 1, the location
of the point is obtained from the unchanged measured reflection
coefficient, the lines of constant resistance are interpreted
as positive and the impedance print out has its real part
positive.
To measure r > 1, the display must be compressed to
place the point on the CRT. This is accomplished by
attenuating the test channel signal. The difference between
the dB setting necessary to calibrate the network analyzer
and the attenuation in dB ' s applied to the test channel is
entered into the program by the operator via the keyboard.
The program uses this value to plot the points correctly
on the Smith Chart.
Figures 8 and 9 show typical outputs.
C. 2^2/^21 POL^^ COORDINATES - PLOTTING AND LISTING
This program is designed for transmission measurements
using the polar display. A maximum of 36 data points can be
taken. Thirty-seven or more will result in program errors.
A polar coordinate system is drawn and the value of the outer
circle radius is printed. Frequency and magnitude and angle
of each transmission coefficient are listed beside the plot.
The program can be used for transmission coefficients
either larger or smaller than one. To measure a transmission
coefficient with magnitude greater than one, the display must
be compressed. The dB difference between calibration setting
35

Negative Resistance Smith Chart Plot for a GD508A Gunn
Diode between 8.1 and 9.0 GHz in 0.1 GHz Steps. Bias; 7 Volts




























Normalized Input Impedance of a JAN2N3866 Transistor
Between .5 and 1.0 GHz in .1 GHz Steps. Bias Conditions;
























and compressed setting is entered into the program by the
operator. This is used to calculate the radius of the
outer circle.
One other operator entry is required, the absolute value
of the X voltage when the analyzer is calibrated to a short
circuit. This is used to normalize x and y voltage readings
to one so that 449 plotter increments will define maximum
radius regardless of actual maximum radius value. Generally,
this normalizing voltage is 2.1. It should be noted that
regardless of the test channel dB setting, either before or
after display compression or expansion, this voltage is
always produced as the maximum useable x deflection voltage.
Figure 10 shows a typical output.
D. SCHOTTKY BARRIER CAPACITANCE - PLOTTING AND LISTING
This program calculates and plots the depletion capaci-
tance of a Schottky diode as a function of reverse bias. The
Smith Chart program is used to store and plot reflection
measurement points of a reverse biased Schottky diode. The
diode program is then loaded into memory where the Smith Chart
program is located. This replaces the Smith Chart program
with the diode program. The raw data stored in memory is
not disturbed by this reloading.
The diode program draws and labels a rectangular
coordinate system for quadrant II. The operator then enters
the bias voltages in the order used. As a voltage is entered,
depletion capacitance is calculated and stored with it. The
program compares the voltages and uses the largest to scale
40

Forward Voltage Transfer Coefficient (S2-,) of a JAN2N3866
Transistor Between .5 and 1.0 GHz in .1 GHz Steps. Bias
conditions; V„„ = 5 Volts, I^ = 50 ma. 6 dB's of attenuation
























the X axis. Likewise, the largest capacitance is used to
scale the y axis to either 2.5 or 5 picofarads. The points
are plotted and tabulated in the order taken.
Bias voltage can be applied to the diode in any order
desired, but it must be entered into the program in that
same order.
Figure 11 shows a typical output.
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Reverse Biased Schottky Diode at 1.0 GHz. Bias; to



























Depletion Capacitance Versus Reverse Bias Voltage for
Schottky Diode.








































The feasibility of calculator-aided microwave network
analysis has been demonstrated. Data reduction program





A digital to analog interface from the calculator to
the sweep oscillator should be acquired. This would allow
frequency selection under program control, thus making the
analyzer-calculator system fully automatic.
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APPENDIX A: S^^/S22-PRINTING FLOWCHART
Operator enters normalizing voltage
into display register.
Operator keys search 1
Start
Take normalizing voltage from display
register and store in register 10.
Designate register as pointer register
initialize it to indicate register 16.
^
Recall register 10 and store in
register indicated by register 0.
Obtain X voltage from micro-interface 1,
normalize and store in register 1.
L
Obtain Y voltage from micro-interface 2
normalize and store in register 2
.
.1.
Obtain frequency from micro-interface 3
,
correct exponent and store in register 3
Call magnitude subroutine to calculate
and store |r| in register 4.
Evaluate VSWR _ 1 +
1 -
rl and store in register 6
>^
Call angle subroutine to calculate




Relocate frequency, VSWR, Re r (x), Im T (y),
|r|, and
z,
r in registers 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22
respectively by storing indirectly through
pointer register 0.
Recall X from register 1 and
store in register 6.
Store 1 + X in register 1
Call magnitude subroutine to evaluate
and store |(1 + x) + j^yl in register 4,
Call angle subroutine to evaluate
and store ^ {(1 + x) + j»y} in register 5,
Recall register 4 and store
in register 7.
Recall register 5 and store
in register 8.
Store 1 - X in register 1,
Store - y in register 2,
Call magnitude subroutine to evaluate
and store |(1 - x) - j'y| in register 4.
I
Call angle subroutine to evaluate
and store ^ {(1 - x) - j*y} in register 5.
Evaluate |z| - Register 7 , ^ - ^ a„ " .—T V and store in register 4Register 4 ^
±-
Evaluate /, z = Register 8 - Register 5
and store in register 5.





store Re z in register 1
and Im z in register 2.
Relocate Re z, Im z, [z] and ^ z
in registers 23, 24, 25, and 26 respectively
by storing indirectly through pointer
register 0.
Make register indicate register 17
Print contents of register
indicated by register 0.
Add 1 to register 0,
<




Advance printer three lines
Recall normalizing voltage from register
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APPENDIX B: SMITH CHART-PLOTTING AND LISTING FLOWCHART










Move pen to top of plotting area and print
"IMPEDANCE OR ADMITTANCE COORDINATES."
Return pen to zero reference point
t-
Stop.
Operator enters dB difference into
display register and keys search 2
Start
Take dB difference from display register and
dB difference
]evaluate normalizing voltage=(2 . 1)/ 10 20
Store normalizing voltage
in register 24
Designate register 2 as pointer register











Obtain Y voltage from micro-interface 2,
normalize and store in register indicated
by register 2,
•^
Add 1 to register 2.
'
Obtain X voltage from micro-interface 1,
normalize and store in register indicated
by register 2.
'




Obtain frequency from micro-interface 3,
correct exponent, multiply the base
by 10^^^". and store in register indicated
by register 2.
' 1
Add 1 tc register 2.
>
/








Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12
Move pen to center
of Smith Chart.
Initialize register 2
to indicate register 30.







Evaluate X , jy
r* x^+y^ x'^+y
,7<-
Move pen from center of Smith
Chart to coordinates of first point
make a dot and leave pen there.
s'
Make register 2 indicate storage
location of second data point.









Evaluate F for this point
C |r| > 1 ; yes
no ±_
Evaluate X , jy
r* x^+y^ x^+y
Calculate AX and AY between
this point and last point plotted,
Move pen by amounts AX and AY,
make a dot and leave pen there.
Make register 2 indicate storage
location of next data point.
-^ Any points left to plot? J
'
no










Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12
.
Move pen to upper right
of plotting area^
Initialize register 2





Add 3 to register 2







and store in register 2










Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12.
^^
Move pen to middle right
of plotting area
Initialize register 2
to indicate register 30.
^'
Evaluate z=-^^-^^^,+ (i-x)4y^
Print real and imaginary
parts of z on same line.
Move pen to start
a new line.
Make register 2 indicate storage
location of next data point.
/ ±.Any further impedancesv to evaluate and print?
no
Recall register 4
and store in register 2,
_i/







S-g/Soi POLAR COORDINATES-PLOTTING AND LISTING FLOWCHART
Operator enters dB difference into
display register and keys search 1
Start.
iL
Take dB difference from display register and
store in register 20.
Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12.
-*-
Draw polar coordinates
Return pen to zero reference point
I'
~
T-,-.^ .,,„, ., /dB difference\Evaluate magnitude of outer circle =
-,q(
^^s )
;:crMove pen to outer circle at position
and write result of magnitude calculation
£_
Return pen to zero reference point
Stop
Operator enters normalizing voltage into
display register and keys search 2.
Start.
[ Store normalizing voltage in register 24
Designate register 2 as pointer register








Obtain Y voltage from micro-interface 2,
normalize and store in register indicated
by register 2.
Add 1 to register 2
Obtain X voltage from micro-interface 1,
normalize and store in register indicated
by register 2.
Add 1 to register 2
Obtain frequency from micro-interface 3,
correct exponent, multiply the base
bv 10exp,
,
and store in register indicated
by register 2
Add 1 to register 2







Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12,
Move pen to center
of Smith Chart.
Initialize register 2
to indicate register 30.
Move pen from center of Smith
Chart to coordinates of first point
make a dot and leave pen there.
^L
Make register 2 indicate storage
location of second data point.
^An
iL





Calculate AX and AY between
this point and last point plotted.
Move pen by amounts AX and AY,
make a dot and leave pen there.
iL
Make register -2 indicate storage
location of next data point.
yes C ^^y points left to plot?^
no










Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12.
. f








Add 3 to register 2
iL







and store in register 2











Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12,
iL




to indicate register 30,
Evaluate magnitude= "Vcr-x)^ + (r^y)^
r=magnitude of outer circle.
Evaluate angle by same method
as used in Appendix A.
Print magnitude and angle on same line,
^
Move pen to start a new line.
|
Make register 2 indicate storage
location of next data point
Is there another magnitude and angle
to evaluate and print?
no
Recall register 4
and store in register 2











system for quadrant II.
1 /
Label y axis as capacitance.
>/
Label x axis as voltage.
i/









Designate register 2 as a pointer
register. Initialize it to indicate
register 30.
'
Designate register 3 as a pointer
register. Recall register 4 and store
in register 3. This makes register 3
indicate the first available register
for bias voltage storage.
/
Designate register 5 to indicate
the number of the bias voltage to
be entered. Initialize it to 1.
Stop.
Operator enters bias voltage into
display register and keys go.
Start.
k.
Take bias voltage from display
register and store in register
indicated by register 3.
Add 1 to register 3
k-
Recall y voltage indicated by
register 2 and store in register 6
Add 1 to register 2,
Recall X voltage indicated by
register 2 and store in register 7
67

oAdd 1 to regi.ster 2.
Recall frequency indicated by register
2 and store in register 8,
Add 1 to register 2
Evaluate C =
-&^^^-r-^^^200 TTfy
for data point just recalled.
Store result in register
indicated by register 3.
I
Add 1 to register 3.
>'








Move pen to negative end of x axis,
Set character size as 1
and character spacing as 12,
Designate register 2 as a pointer
register. Initialize it to indicate
storage location of first bias voltage,
yes
Recall bias voltage indicated by
register 2 and store it in register 7,
I
Add 2 to register 2
-=^
Recall bias voltage indicated by
register 2 and compare it to bias
voltage in register 7.
—(fls it larger than the voltage in register 7? y
no
Add 2 to register 2
^ Any bias voltages left to test?/ yes
no
Using the bias voltage in
register 7, scale the x axis
>^
Move pen to positive end of y axis.
Initialize register 2 to indicate







Recall capacitance indicated by
register 2 and store it in register
7.
Add 2 to register 2.
Recall capacitance indicated by
register 2 and compare it to capacitance
in register 7.
Is it larger than the
capacitance in register 7?
no
Add 2 to register 2.
^Any capacitances left to test?~^
yes
no
Is the capacitance in register 7





Use 5.0 picof arads
as maximum y
axis value.
^ Scale the y axis. -^
V









Move pen to origin of rectangular
coordinate system.
Set character size as 1 and character
spacing as 12.
:L
Initialize register 2 to indicate




What value of capacitance was used
to scale the y axis, 2.5 or 5.0?
Multiply capacitance of
the point by l^^l'C^O^^)
5.0




Multiply voltage of the
point by / 898
bias voltage used
to scale the x axis
Move pen from origin to coordinates
of first point make a dot and leave
pen there .
Make register 2 indicate storage
location of second point.











What value of capacitance was
used to scale the y axis, 2.5 or 5.0?
Multiply capacitance of
the point by
[ |^] ' (10^ ')
5.0
±_
Multiply capacitance of the
point by [|98],(ioi^)
Multiply voltage of the
point by / 898
bias voltage used
to scale the x axis
Calculate AX and AY between this
point and last point plotted.
Move pen by amounts AX and AY
make a dot and leave pen there.
iL
Make register 2 indicate storage




_j(fAny points left to plot? \
no
il










Set character size as 1 and
character spacing as 12.
Move pen to upper left of plotting area.
yes
Write "VOLTS" and "PICOFARADS"
on same line.
Move pen to start first line of data
print out
.
Initialize register 2 to indicate
storage location of first data point
£_
Print bias voltage and
capacitance on same line
i
Move pen to start a new line.
Make register 2 indicate
storage location of next
data point.
Any more points to print?
no
V




APPENDIX ^- ^11/^22--PRINTING PROGRAM
Verify = 3177
0000 09 00 M 0040 09 15 RI
000 1 00 1 E 1 004 1 09 00 M
0002 06 10 :no 0042 1 02 f 2
0003 00 1 E 1 0043 07 1 ,^1
00 04 00 06 £ 6 0044 08 1 2 * x^
OOOp 06 00 SIO 0045 06 1 4 Si 14
0006 07 1 r^iG 0046 07 02 ri2
0007 1 5 1
1
Oil 0047 08 1 2 * x^*
OOOo 06 00 SIO 0048 02 1 4 + i4
0009 10 1 i 1 0049 08 1 3 ^
00 10 10 02 f 2 0050 06 04 SI 4
001 1 1 00 f 005 1 09 1 5 .\r
00 12 1 03 f 3 0052 9 00 * M
00 1 3 10 04 f 4 0053 1 03 f 3
00 1 4 1 07 f 7 0054 07 1 ^t 1
00 1 5 1 08 f 8 0055 08 05 * J.
00 1 6 1 1 f lU 0056 08 00
00 1 7 1 1 1 fli 0057 00 E2
00 16 09 03 * S? 0053 07 02 tt2
00 1 9 09 00 * M 0059 06 1 4 SIU
0020 1 1 f 1 0060 08 05 * i*
002 1 1 5 1 5 DU 006 1 08 00 * s
0022 07 1 t\tl 0062 00 03 E3
02 5 06 1 SI1 0063 07 04 Kt4
0024 1 5 1 DU 0064 05 1 4 rU
0025 07 00 htO 0065 09 06 s-
0026 05 1 T 1 0066 06 05 SI 5
0027 1 5 1 3 D13 0067 09 1 5 * R]
0028 7 2 Kt2 0068 09 00 * M
0029 06 02 j]2 0069 00 02 E2
0030 1 5 1 1 Dli 07 07 02 i±2
003 1 07 00 K£0 007 1 06 1 4 SI 14
0032 05 02 t2 0072 08 05 * J.
0033 1 5 1 3 013 0073 08 00 * S
0034 07 03 rl3 0074 00 04 E4
0035 1 5 1 3 013 0075 00 1 El
0036 07 03 ri3 0076 00 08 E8
0037 Oo 03 iI3 0077 00 00 EO
0038 00 02 E2 0078 06 05 ji5
0039 02 03 + 3 0079 07 04 iu.4
74

OOdO 05 14 Tl4 1 20 07 1 rstl
006 \ 09 06 s* 12 1 10 05 f 5 •
0082 03 05 -5 01 22 10 06 f 6
00d3 09 15 * R] 123 07 02 t\i.2
0034 09 00 M 1 24 1 05 f 5
0085 00 03 E3 1 25 1 06 f 6
0086 00 1 2 £12 3 126 07 04 ;^i4
0087 06 1 4 MIA 127 1 0^ f 5
0058 00 03 E3 1 28 10 06 f 6
0089 00 06 E6 1 29 07 05 .-it5
0090 00 00 EO 130 1 05 f 5
009 1 06 05 ST 5 13 1 09 15 * RI
0092 07 04 RE4 1 32 09 00 * M
0093 05 14 Ti4 133 10 05 f 5
0094 09 06 s- 1 34 1 5 1 1 on
0095 03 05 -5 01 35 06 00 SIO
0096 09 1 5 RT 01 36 09 1 5 RT
0097 09 00 M 1 37 09 00 * M
0098 04 E4 1 38 1 06 f 6
0099 00 12 E12 01 39 00 1 £1
1 00 06 1 4 ST 14 1 40 02 00 +
10 1 00 01 El 14 1 09 1 5 * RT
1 02 00 08 E8 142 09 00 M
1 03 00 00 EO 143 1 07 f 7
1 04 06 05 ST 5 144 07 1 ,<£1
1 05 07 04 ht4 • 145 06 06 ST 6
01 06 05 1 4 Ti4 1 46 00 1 El
01 07 09 06 * s" 147 02 1 + 1
1 08 02 05 + 5 148 1 02 f 2
1 09 1 05 f 5 149 1 03 f 3
110 09 15 * kl 150 07 04 Rt4
111 09 00 M 15 1 06 7 ST 7
112 1 04 f 4 01 52 07 05 rvt5
113 1 06 f 6 153 06 08 SI 8
114 07 03 Kt3 0154 00 02 E2
0115 1 05 f 5 155 04 06 x6
0116 1 06 f 6 0156 03 01 - 1
117 07 06 iv£6 01 57 07 02 lvi:2
0118 1 05 f 5 158 00 1 2 EJ2
119 10 06 f 6 0159 06 02 ST 2
75

160 1 02 f 2 0200 1 05 f 5
16 1 1 03 f 3 020 1 1 Ob f 6
162 07 04 Kt4 0202 07 2 Kt2
165 05 07 t7 0203 10 05 f 5
1 64 06 04 ST 4 0204 10 06 f 6
165 07 05 Kc5 0205 07 04 ~i4
1 6 6 03 Ob -8 0206 1 05 f 5
1 67 06 05 SI 5 0207 1 06 f 6
1 66 09 1 5 * Kl 0208 07 05 ^£5
1 69 09 00 * M 0209 1 05 f 5
1 70 10 08 f b 02 1 09 1 5 * ^I
17 1 07 0^ Kt5 02 11 09 00 M
172 08 07 * CS 02 1 2 1 1 1 fll
1 73 06 1 Sll 02 1 3 07 00 htO
174 07 04 l\£:4 02 14 06 1 Sll
175 04 1 XI 02 1 5 00 1 El
1 76 07 05 Rc5 02 1 6 00 06 E6
1 77 Od 05 * J» 02 1 7 06 00 SIO
1 7 8 1 09 f 9 02 18 09 00 * M
179 09 15 * RT 02 1 9 00 05 E 5
1 ttO 08 06 * Sli 0220 10 06 f 6
18 1 06 02 SI 2 022 1 10 1 2 fi2
182 07 04 K£4 0222 07 1 rj:l
183 04 02 x2 0223 09 02 a
1 84 09 1 5 * K] 0224 08 04 * Jo
135 09 00 * M 0225 08 00 * S
1 86 1 09 f 9 0226 00 05 E5
1 87 00 1 2 E12 0227 08 02 * W
1 88 08 06 * SN 0228 06 1 5 SI 15
1 89 06 02 SI 2 0229 08 02 W-
1 90 00 1 £ 1 0230 06 15 SI15
19 1 00 12 £12 023 1 08 02 * W
1 92 04 02 x2 0232 06 1 5 SI 15
1 93 07 04 ixt4 0233 07 1 KhlO
1 94 04 02 x2 0234 09 1 5 * R]
1 9^ 09 1 5 * H\ 0235 09 00 * M
1 96 09 00 * M 0236 1 1 2 f 12
1 97 1 10 f IJ 0237 1 5 1 1 Dii
19d 1 06 f 6 0238 07 00 KEO .
1 99 07 1 IXtl 0239 08 02 tf
76

0240 06 04 iT4
024 1 09 1 5 XI
0242 09 00 * M
0243 1 00 f
0244 07 04 KL4
0245 06 06 SI 6
024 6 Ob 07 317
024 7 00 1 E 1
0248 00 1 2 E12
0249 04 07 x?
0250 00 01 E 1
025 1 02 06 + 6
0252 00 01 El
0253 02 07 + 7
0254 05 06 t6
025 5 09 15 RI
0256 09 03 * SP
0257 09 1 4 * tP
77

APPENDIX F: SMITH CHART-PLOTTING AND LISTING PROGRAM
Verify =.6980
0000 09 00 * M 0040 06 07 ST 7
000 1 00 1 E 1 004 1 00 03 E3
0002 00 00 EO 0042 00 07 E7
0003 06 00 ViO 0043 00 00 EO
0004 00 1 El 0044 Oo 08 Si 8
0005 06 1 ill 0045 00 EO
OOOo 9 02 * a 0046 06 04 SI 4
0007 05 08 Tti 0047 06 0? Si 5
0008 02 02 + 2 004c5 00 04 E4
oooy 00 1 El 0049 00 04 E4
00 1 00 02 E2 0050 00 09 E9
00 1 1 06 01 STl 005 1 06 06 SI 6
00 1 2 09 02 * a 0052 00 EO
1 '^3 05 1 viO 0053 06 1 SI 10
00 1 4 02 02 + 2 0054 06 1
1
Sill
00 15 05 E5 0055 09 00 *
00 1 6 00 04 EA 005 6 00 04 E4
00 1 7 00 07 E7 0057 07 07 Rt7
"
00 IB 06 00 STO 005o 08 06 0.S
00 1 9 00 05 E5 0059 06 00 STO
0020 00 06 E6 0060 07 03 ^£3
002 1 00 03 E3 006 1 04 00 xO
0022 06 1 sn 0062 06 1 2 ST 12
0023 00 4' E4 0063 07 07 rvt7
0024 00 04 E4 0064 03 07 * d
0025 00 09 E9 0065 06 01 SI 1
0026 06 03 ST 3 0066 07 03 ri3
0027 09 02 a 0067 04 01 X 1
002b 05 1 1 Til "00o8 06 1 3 SIU
29 05 03 t3 0069 07 05 ^t5
0030 02 02 + 2 0070 03 00 -0
003 1 00 00 EO 007 1 07 06 rv£6
0032 06 00 STO 0072 03 1 -1
0033 07 03 i<t3 0073 07 1 2 R£i2
0034 06 1 STl 0074 06 05 SI 5
0035 09 02 * a 0075 07 1 3 KcU
0036 05 03 t3 0076 06 06 SI 6
0037 02 02 + 2 0077 07 1 Rtlu
0036 00 1 El 0078 02 +





OOdO 02 1 + 1 120 06 1 4 SI 14
OOti 1 09 02 * a 12 1 07 04 .^4
00d2 05 02 t2 122 03 1 4 -14
00d3 02 02 + 2 123 09 04
0084 07 00 ^hO 1 24 06 00 * S
OOdP 06 1 4 ST 14 125 00 07 E7
00cJ6 09 1 2 * I 1 26 00 02 E2
00d7 03 1 4 -14 127 00 02 £2
OOdd 06 1 ST 10 1 2d 00 04 E4
0089 07 1 (\t1 129 06 03 Si 3
0090 06 1 4 ST 14 1 3 3 00 1 c: 1
009 1 09 12 * I 1 3 1 00 00 EO
009 2 03 1 4 -14 01132 06 07 ST 7
0095 06 1 1 STll 11 33 00 00 EO
00 9 4 00 1 El 011 34 06 05 ST 5
009t? 00 00 EO 01 35 00 02 E2
09 6 02 07 + 7 36 00 02 E2
009 7 06 1 4 ST 14 1 37 00 04 E4
009 d 07 08 ^^t8 38 6 06 jT6
0099 03 1 4 -14 ' 39 06 00 * S
1 00 08 05' * J* 1 40 00 04 E4
10 1 08 00 * s 1 4 1 09 00 «
1 02 00 04 E4 1 42 00 05 E5
0103 00 01 El 1 43 00 04 E4
1 04 02 04 + 4 1 44 00 04 E4
1 05 00 02 E2 11 45 00 09 E9
106 06 1 4 ST 14 11 46 06 03 ST 3
01 07 07 04 i\t4 47 00 1 E 1
1 Od 03 1 4 -14 1 48 00 EO
1 09 09 04 J. 1 49 00 00 EO
0110 08 00 S 1 50 06 07 ST 7
111 00 05 E5 15 1 00 1 E 1
112 00 03 E3 152 00 09 E9
0113 06 14 ST 14 1 53 00 00 EO
114 07 04 Rt4 1 54 06 08 ST 8
0115 03 1 4 -14 5 5 00 04 E4
0116 09 04 J, 1 56 00 04 E4
117 08 00 s 1 57 00 09 E9
Olid 00 06 E6 1l5o 06 05 ST 5




160 06 06 iI6 0200 00 08 £8
1 b 1 08 00 * S 020 1 00 09 E9
162 00 04 E4 0202 00 08 Eb
163 09 00 * M 0203 06 1 SI 1
164 00 06 E6 0204 09 02
1 65 00 08 E8 0205 05 02 t2
1 66 00 09 E9 020o 02 02 + 2
167 00 08 E6 0207 00 05 E5
1 oa 06 00 STO 0208 00 00 EO
169 00 00 EO 0209 00 05 E5
170 06 1 SI 1 02 1 06 00 SIO
17 1 09 02 * a 02 1 1 00 02 £2
172 05 03 t3 0212 00 05 E5
175 02 02 + 2 2 13 00 00 £0
0.1 74 00 04 E4 02 1 4 06 1 SI1
175 00 04 E4 02 1 5 09 02
176 00 09 E9 02 16 05 03 t3
177 06 03 SI 3 02 1 7 02 02 + 2
178 00 01 El 02 18 00 1 £ 1
179 00 09 E9 02 1 9 06 1 sn
180 00 00 EO 0220 09 02 *
18 1 06 07 SI 7 022 1 05 08 vB
lo2 00 02 E2 0222 02 02 + 2
1 d3 00 08 E8 0223 00 00 EO
184 00 00 EO 0224 06 00 SIO
185 06 08 sTa 0225 00 01 £ 1
1 86 00 00 EG 0226 00 02 £2
187 06 05 ST 5 02 27 06 1 Sil
1 8 8 00 1 2 E12 0228 09 02 *
189 00 04 E4
.
0229 ^io 1 Tic
190 00 04 E4 0230 1 04 T4
019 1 00 09 E9 023 1 1 15 Tl^
192 06 06 ST 6 0232 00 05 £5
195 08 00 * S 0233 02 05 + 5
194 00 04 E4 0234 02 1 3 + 13
195 09 00 * M 0235 1 1 2 T12
196 00 07 E7 0236 02 06 + 6
197 00 00 EO 0237 02 1 2 + 12
198 06 00 STO 0238 02 05 + 5
199 bo 1 2 E12 0239 05 03 t3
80

0240 1 09 T9
024 1 01 1 3 J a
0242 05 03 t3
0243 1 1 2 Ti2
0244 02 1 3 + 13
0245 1 1 5 TI5
0246 1 04 T4
0247 02 07 + 7
0248 02 07 + 7
0249 1 12 T12
0250 02 06 + 6
025 1 02 12 + n
0252 02 05 + 5
0253 05 03 t3
0254 02 1 2 + 12
0255 1 09 T9
0256 1 09 T9
0257 01 13 T13
0258 02 1 3 + 13
0259 1 04 T4
0260 02 06 + 6
026 1 1 1 2 T12
0262 02 07 + 7
0263 02 05 + 5
0264 01 01 Tl
0265 05 1 1 Til
0266 02 02 + 2
0267 09 03 * SP
81

026 J 09 00 * M
0269 00 02 E2
0270 06 1 5 Sli^
.
027 1 00 02 E2
0272 00 10 ElO
0273 00 1 E 1
0274 06 1 4 :U4
027P 00 02 E2
0276 00 00 EO
02 7 7 Op 1 5 Tl5
027b 9 1 1 * w
027y 09 1 * ST
0230 01 09 T9
028 1 05 1 4 t14
0282 09 01 * ST
0283 1 08 T8
0284 00 03 E3
0285 00 00 EO
0286 06 02 312
0287 09 03 SP
82

02dd 09 00 * M 0323 00 1 E 1
02d9 10 1 f 1 0329 00 00 EO
0290 1 5 1 3 D13 0330 04 1 5 X15
029 1 07 02 kl2 033 1 07 1 4 k£14
0292 06 1 4 SI 14 0352 08 04 Jo
0293 03 1 * r£ J555 03 00 * S
0294 1 OS T3 0554 06 06 * :ji
0295 5 1 4 Ti4 05 5 5 07 1 5 r£lb
0296 1 5 1 1 Dll 0536 1 5 1 1 Dll
029 7 06 02 St 2 0357 06 02 ST 2
0293 00 1 E 1 0533 00 1 E 1
29 9 02 02 + 2 0359 02 02 + 2
0300 1 5 13 Dl3 0540 06 04 SI 4
030 1 07 01 ^£l 054 1 09 1 5
0302 06 1 4 ST 14
0303 08 1 * ±
0304 01 03 IQ
0305 05 1 4 Ti4
03 06 1 5 1 1 Oil
0307 06 02 SI 2
0308 00 1 El
0309 02 02 + 2
03 10 1 5 1 3 DD
03 1 1 07 03 tt3
03 1 2 1 5 1 5 DD
03 1 3 07 03 KE3
03 1 4 06 1 4 SI 14
,03 15 09 02 * a
0316 1 1 1 F 1
03 1 7 09 1 2 I
03 13 06 15 SU5
0319 09 02 * a
0320 1 01 i 1
032 1 03 1 4 -14
0522 00 02 E2
0323 02 1 4 + 14 •
0524 09 00 M
0525 03 06 Ji
0326 00 1 El




0342 09 00 M 0382 1 1 02 F2
0343 1 02 f 2 0383 Oo 05 * J,
0344 00 00 EO 0384 1 1 03 F3
034P 06 00 SIO 0385 08 03 Go
0346 00 1 El 0386 07 05 At 5
0347 06 1 ST1 0387 Oo 00 SIO
0348 09 02 * a 0388 07 06 i^cO
0349 05 08 t8 0389 06 1 31 1
0350 02 02 + 2 0390 00 02 E2
035 1 00 1 El 039 1 02 02 + 2
0352 00 02 .E2 0392 9 02 * a
03 5 3 06 1 STl 039 3 05 03 t3
0354 09 02 * a 0394 1 06 T6
0355 05 10 tIO 0395 02 02 + 2
0356 02 02 + 2 0396 10 10 f iJ
0357 00 05 E5 0397 07 04 .u4
035d 00 04 E4 0398 06 1 4 SI 14
0359 00 07 E7 0399 7 02 r£2
0360 06 00 SIO 0400 03 1 4 -14
036 1 00 05 E5 040 1 08 04 * Jo
0362 00 06 E6 0402 03 00 * S
0363 00 03 E3 04 03 00 03 E3
0364 06 1 STl 0404 09 02 * a
0365 00 03 E3 0405 05 1 1 Til
0366 00 00 EO 0406 02 02 + 2
0367 06 02 ST 2 0407 09 03 SP
0363 00 04 • E4 0408 09 00 M
0369 00 04 E4 0409 00 03 E3
0370 00 09 E9 04 1 7 1 rtiU
037 1 06 03 ST 3 04 1 1 02 00 +
0372 09 02 * a 04 1 2 07 1
1
l-ill
0373 05 1 1 Til 04 1 3 02 01 + 1
0374 05 03 t3 04 1 4 07 00 fiO
0375 02 02 + 2 04 1 5 00 1 2 E12
0376 1 00 TO 04 16 06 00 STO
0377" 1 1 T1 04 1 7 07 1 Atl
0378 1 1 TlQ 04 lb 00 1 2 E12
0379 01 1 1 Til 04 1 9 Oo 01 SI 1
0380 1 1 1 F 1 0420 1 1 01 . F 1
038 1 Ob 05 * Jt 042 1 08 05 * J*
84

0422 1 1 02 F2 04o2 00 12 E.2
0423 08 05 J» 04o3 06 1 SI 1
0424 1 1 03 F3 0464 09 02
0425 03 03 bo' 04 6 5 05 03 t3
0426 07 05 ft 5 0466 02 02 + 2
042 7 02 00 + 04b7 07 07 .At 7
042d 07 06 (\l6 04 68 06 00 SIO
042y 32 1 + 1 04 6 9 07 08 ^id
04 30 09 02 * a 0470 06 1 SI 1
043 1 05 03 t3 047 1 09 1 5
0432 1 06 T6
0433 02 02 + 2
0434 1 1 f 10
0435 07 05 KL5
0436 06 00 SIO
0437 07 06 KL6
0438 06 1 STl
0439 00 02 E2
0440 02 02 + 2
044 1 07 04 Rt4
0442 06 1 4 SI 14 -
0443 07 02 Ri:2
0444 03 1 4 -14
0445 08 04 * Jo
0446 03 00 S
0447 00 03 E3
0448 09 02 a
0449 05 1 1 Til
04 5 02 02 + 2
045 1 09 03 SP
0452 09 00 M
0453 10 10 f iO
0454 07 00 (XO
0455 06 07 ST 7
0456 07 01 Kcl
0457 06 08 SI 8 •
0458 00 00 EO
0459 06 00 SIO
0460 00 1 El




04 7 2 09 00 * M 05 1 2 00 03 £3
0475 1 03 f 3 05 1 3 00 02 £2
0474 09 2 * a 05 14 Ob 02 SI 2
0475 05 1 1 Til 05 15 09 00 M
0476 02 02 + 2 05 1 6 08 07 * uS
04 7 7 00 09 E9 05 17 1 5 1 1 Oil
047d 00 09 £9 05 1 o 07 02 r.c2
0479 00 09 E9 5 19 1 5 02 02
0480 06 00 SIO 0520 01 01 T1
046 1 00 09 E9 052 1 00 03 £3
0482 00 09 £9 0522 02 02 + 2
0483 00 09 £9 0523 OCi 02 £2
0484 Ob 1 SI 1 0524 00 00 £0
0485 06 1 ST1 0525 00 12 £12
0486 09 02 a 0526 06 00 SIO
04d7 05 03 t3 0527 00 1 El
0488 02 02 + 2 0528 00 09 £9
04b9 00 00 £0 0529 00 02 £2
0490 06 00 iFO 0530 00 1 2 £12
049 1 00 1 £ 1 053 1 06 1 Sll
0492 06 1 sn 0532 ^9 02 * or
0493 9 02 * a 0533 05 03 f 3
0494 05 08 t3 0534 02 02 + 2
0495 02 02 + 2 0535 07 02 Kc2
0496 00 00 £0 0536 06 00 SIO
0497 06 00 SIO 0537 07 04 KE4
0498 00 1 El 0538 09 02 * a
0499 00 02 £2 0539 08 05 * J*
0500 06 1 SI 1 0540 Q6 00 * S
050 1 09 02 * a 054 1 08 07 * ^
0502 05 10 TlO 0542 07 04 ni 4
0503 02 02 + 2 0543 Go 02 Si 2
0504 00 00 £0 0544 09 02 a
0505 06 00 SiO 0545 05 1 1 vU
0506 00 04 £4 0546 02 02 + 2
0507 00 00 £0 05 4 7 09 15 KI
0508 06 1 Sll
0509 09 02 * a
0510 05 03 t3
05 1 1 02 02 + 2
86

0p4 3 09 00 * W 058a 00 00 EO
0?4 9 1 U 04 f 4 058 9 06 02 312
05p0 09 02 * a J590 09 00 *
05p 1 05 1 1 Til 059 1 09 07
0552 02 02 + 2 0592 15 1 1 DU
05 p 3 5 £5 059 3 07 02 :£2
0554 00 1 E 1 059 4 06 05 yi5
5 5 5 00 00 EO 0595 00 01 E 1
0556 06 00 blO 0596 02 02 + 2
0557 00 09 E9 0597 1 5 1 1 Oil
5 5 J 00 09 E9 059 3 07 02 .i2
0559 00 09 E9 0599 06 06 jT6
0560 06 1 SI 1 0600 07 05 rl3
05t) 1 09 02 * a 060 1 08 1 2 * x=
0562 05 05 t3 0602 06 1 4 SI 14
0563 02 02 + 2 0603 07 06 Rt6
0564 00 00 EO 0604 00 1 2 E12
0565 06 00 5T0 0605 06 1 5 SU5
0566 00 04 E4 0606 00 1 E 1
0567 00 00 EO 06 7 02 1 5 + 15
0566 06 1 STl 0603 08 1 2 * X-
0569 09 02 a 0o09 02 14 + 14
057 05 03 t3 06 1 06 07 ST 7
057 1 02 02 + 2 06 1 1 07 05 ri5
0572 00 00 EO 06 12 08 1 2 * X-
0573 Oo 00
.
SIO 06 13 00 1 2 E12
0574 00 1 E 1 06 1 4 06 1 4 Sfl4
0575 06 1 sn 06 15 07 06 10:6
057 6 09 02 a 06 16 08 1 2 * x=
0577 05 08 t8 06 17 00 12 E12
057d 02 02 + 2 06 1 8 02 1 4 + 14
0579 00 00 EO 06 1 9 00 1 E 1
0580 06 00 ilO 0620 02 1 4 + 14
05d 1 00 1 E 1 062 1 07 07 Kt7
05a2 00 02 £2 0622 05 1 4 •rl4
05b3 06 01 Sll 0623 06 08 ST 8
0564 09 02 * a 0624 07 05 (0:5
05a5 05 10 Ti(J 0625 06 1 4 ST 14
05d6 02 02 + 2 0626 00 02 E2
05b7 00 03 E3 0627 04 1 4 X[H
87

0623 07 07 r.t7 0663 09 02 a
0629 05 1 4 t14 0669 05 1 1 Tli
0630 06 09 i]9 0670 02 02 + 2
063 1 07 03 ,'>E8 067 1 09 1 5 K[
0632 1 5 02 2- 0672 09 00 M
0633 03 03 -3 0673 1 1 1 F 1
Jb3A 00 EO 0674 1 5 1 1 Oil
0639 06 00 ilO 0675 07 02 !^2
0o36 00 1 E 1 0676 03 12 X^
0637 00 02 E2 0611 06 14 SIK
0633 06 1 SI 1 0673 00 1 El
0639 09 02 a 06 7 9 02 02 + 2
0640 05 03 t3 0630 1 5 1 1 DU
064 1 02 02 + 2 068 1 07 02 .^£2
0642 07 09 i-i9 0632 03 12 x^
0643 1 5 02 02 06tt3 02 1 4 + 14
0644 05 03 -3 063 4 08 1 3 V'i
064P 00 02 E2 0635 06 1 5 iii?
0646 00 00 EO 0686 00 1 El
0647 00 1 2 E12 0637 03 1 5 -15
0643 06 00 SIO 0633 09 15 RT
0649 00 02 E2 0689 09 00 * M
0650 00 00 £0 0690 1 1 02 F2
065 1 00 04 E4 069 1 00 01 El
0652 00 12 E12 0692 03 02 -2
0653 06 1 Sll . 0693 1 5 1 1 DU
0654 09 02 ct 0694 07 02 Rt2
0655 05 03 t3 0695 06 05 ST 5
06 5 6 02 02 + 2 0696 05 01 H£
06 5 7 00 02 E2 06 9 7 1 08 T8
0658 02 02 + 2 0693 04 05 x5
0659 07 04 ^t4 0699 00 1 El
0660 06 1 4 SIU 0700 02 02 + 2
066 1 07 02 ±2 070 1 1 5 1 1 Oil
0662 03 1 4 -14 0702 07 02 tt2
0663 05 04 * Jo 0703 06 06 SI 6
0664 03 00 S 0704 03 1 K£
0665 09 07 t 0705 01 03 T8
0666 07 04 ,t4 0706 04 06 x6
0667 06 02 ST 2 0707 Od 1 Kc
88

0708 1 09 T9 0748 04 06 x6
0709 04 05 x5 074 9 09 1 5 * rll
07 1 08 1 Rfc 0750 09 1 4 tP
07 1 1 1 09 T9
07 1 2 04 06 x6
07 1 3 00 02 E2
07 1 4 00 1 EiU
07 1 5 00 01 E 1
07 1 6 05 05 t5
07 17 00 02 £2
07 1 8 00 1 ElO
07 19 00 1 El
0720 05 06 t6
072 1 07 03 K£3
0722 04 05 x5
0723 07 03 Kt3
0724 04 06 x6
0725 00 1 E 1
0726 09 1 5 * KI
0727 09 00 M
0728 1 1 03 F3
0729 00 1 El
0730 03 02 -2
073 1 1 5 1 1
.
on
0732 07 02 r£2
0733 06 15 SI 15
0734 07 1 4 K£14
073p 05 1 5 t15
07 36 06 05 SI 5
0737 00 1 El
0738 02 02 + 2
0739 1 5 1 1 on
0740 07 02 ri2
074 1 06 15 Slib
0742 07 1 4 K£n
0743 05 15 Tl5 •
0744 06 06 SI 6
0745 07 03 .•4 3
0746 04 05 x5




^12/^21 POLAR COORDINATES-PLOTTING AND LISTING PROGRAM
Verify = 7738
00 39 00 * M 0043 1 £ 1
OOU 1 00 01 £1 004 1 00 00 £0
0002 9 1 » il 0042 06 07 ST 7
00 3 1 04 T4 0043 00 03 £3
0004 00 00 EO 00 4 4 00 07 £7
jOOp 06 CO :>io 004 p 30 ^::^ £0
OOOo 1 c 1 0046 06 08 Sid
0007 06 01 ^i 1 04 7 00 00 £0
OOOo J* 02 * a 4 06 04 ol4
0009 Op 08 tB 0049 06 05 SI 5
00 1 02 02 + 2 0050 00 04 £4
00 1 1 00 01 E 1 005 1 00 04 £4
00 12 00 02 E2 0052 00 09 £9
00 13 06 01 i( i 0053 Oo 06 SI 6
00 1 4 09 02 * « 0054 00 00 EO
00 1 05 1 TlU 0055 06 1 Si 10
1 02 02 + 2 0056 Ob 1 1 Slii
00 17 00 05 £5 0057 u y *
00 18 00 4 E4 0058 00 04 £4
0019 00 7 £7 0059 07 07 rvt7
0020 06 00 i[0 0060 3d 06 * Sf«
002 1 00 05 E5 006 1 Oo 00 ilO
0022 00 06 £6 0062 07 03 re 3
00 2 3 03 E3 V 0063 04 00 xO
0024 06 1 in 0064 06 1 2 SI 12
0025 00 04 £4 0065 07 07 .^t7
0026 00 04 £4 0066 Od 07 * IS
0027 00 09 £9 0067 Oo 1 Sll
002d 06 03 313 006d 07 03 ri3
0029 09 02 * a 0069 04 1 X 1
0030 05 1 1 Til 00 7 ^^i> 1 3 .11}
003 1 \^o 03 t3 007 1 07 05 .^5
0032 02 02 + 2 0072 03 00 -0
0033 00 00 £0 0073 07 06 ,^6
0034 06 00 ilO 0074 03 1 - 1
003p 07 03 ri3 0075 07 12 hii2
0036 06 1 Ml 0076 06 05 S.5
00 3 7 09 02 * a 0077 07 1 3 lii}
003o 05 03 t3 0078 06 06 Si 6




30 jO 02 00 + 1 20 09 34 *
OOo 1 7 1 1 liil 1 2 1 03 00 s
00d2 02 1 + 1 1 22 00 05 E5
0033 09 02 a 123 00 03 E3
00d4 05 02 t2 124 06 1 4 :>114
00 dP 02 02 + 2 1 25 07 04 Kc4
OOo 6 07 00 VtO 126 03 1 4 -l4
0037 06 1 4 ili4 1 2 7 09 04 «
OOoo 09 1 2 * I 123 08 00 3
00di.> 03 1 4 -i^ 129 00 06 E6
09 06 1 SliO I 3 00 ' 04 E4
OOS* 1 07 1 Til 1 3 1 06 1 4 sru
0092 06 14 Si 14 1 32 07 04 Kt4
0093 09 1 2 * I 1 33 03 1 4 -14
0094 03 1 4 -14 1 34 09 04
0095 06 1 1 STil 135 03 * S
0096 00 1 E 1 136 00 07 E7
00 9 7 00 00 EO 1 37 00 05 E5
0093 02 07 + 7 1 33 06 1 4 ST 14
0099 06 14 SIK 1 3 9 07 04 K£4
1 00 07 08 ci:8 140 03 14 -14
10 1 03 1 4 -k 011 4 1 09 04
1 02 08 05 * J* 142 08 00 S
103 03 00 S 1 43 00 08 E8
1 04 00 04 E4 1 44 00 03 E3
1 Op 00 00 EO • 1 45 00 05 E5
106 06 00 SIO 1 46 00 09 E9
107 00 09 £9 1 47 06 03 ST 3
103 00 00 EO 01 43 00 1 El
1 09 00 12 E12 1 49 00 £0
0110 06 1 jll 01 50 06 07 ST 7
111 09 02 * a 01 5 1 00 00 EO
112 05 03 t3 1 52 Oo 05 ST 5
113 02 2 + 2 1 53 00 03 E3
114 00 1 E 1 01 54 00 05 E5
115 02 04 + 4 01 5 5 00 09 E9
Olio 00 02 E2 1 56 06 06 516
0117 06 1 4 M14 1 57 Oo 00 S
Olio 07 04 .%t4 1 ^6 00 04 E4





1 60 00 05 E5 3200 06 07 SI 7
\b 1 00 02 E2 020 1 00 00 EO
162 00 06 E6 0202 Oo 05 SI 5
163 00 09 £9 0203 09 E9
1 64 06 03 SI 3 0204 00 00 £0
1 6p 00 1 E 1 0205 06 06 ST 6
1 6 6 00 00 EO 0206 Oo 00 * S
167 06 07 SI 7 0207 00 04 E4
1 63 00 EO 0203 09 00 *
1 69 06 05 SI 5 0209 00 Oa E8
1 70 00 02 E2 02 10 3 00 EO
17 1 06 E6 021 1 06 00 ^10
172 00 09 E9 02 1 2 00 04 £4
1 73 06 06 SI 6 02 1 3 00 04 £4
1 74 08 00 S 02 1 4 00 09 E9
175 00 04 E4 02 15 06 1 sn
1 76 09 00 * M 0216 09 02 *
177 00 06 E6 021 7 05 03 t3
1 73 00 1 E 1 2.1 8 02 02 + 2
179 "00 03 E8 02 1 9 00 03 ES
130 00 00 EO 0220 00 09 £9
18 1 06 03 SI 3 022 1 00 03 £8
1 82 00 1 E 1 0222 00 1 2 £12
lb3 00 00 EO 0223 06 1 SIl
1 84 06 07 SI 7 0224 09 02 *
185 00 00 EO 0225 05 02 t2
1 b6 06 05 SI 5 0226 02 02 + 2
187 00 1 El 0227 00 04 £4
1 83 00 08 E8 0223 00 04 E4
1 39 00 00 EO 0229 00 09 £9
1 90 06 06 SI 6 0230 06 00 SIO
19 1 03 00 * S 02 3 1 06 1 SIl
1 92 00 04 E4 0232 09 02 *
1 93 09 00 * M 0233 05 03 t3
1 94 00 07 E7 0234 02 02 + 2
1 95 00 09 E9 0235 00 08 £8
1 96 00 00 EO 0236 00 09 £9
1 97 06 03 SI 3 0237 00 Ob E8
193 00 1 E 1 0233 00 1 2 £12




J24a 00 £0 0280 06 00 jiO
024 1 06 1 Si 1 02d 1 00 04 E4
0242 09 02 * a 02b2 00 04 E4
0243 05 02 t2 0283 00 08 £8
02 4 4 02 02 + 2 0284 00 1 2 £12
024P 00 06 E6 0285 Oo 01 Sll
0246 00 U 1 E 1 0286 09 02
0247 06 00 .10 0287 05 02 t2
0248 00 02 E2 0288 02 02 + 2
0249 00 02 £2 02o9 00 1 £ 1
0250 00 04 £4 0290 3 06 £6
02p 1 06 1 SI 1 • 029 1 00 04 £4
02?2 09 02 a 0292 06 00 SIO
023 y 05 03 t3 0293 00 1 E 1
0254 02 02 + 2 0294 00 06 £6
0255 00 07 E7 0295 00 04 E4
0256 00 07 E7 0296 00 1 2 Ei2
025 7 06 E6 0297 06 1 SIl
025d 06 00 SIO 0298 09 02 *
0259 00 04 E4 0299 05 03 t3
0260 00 04 E4 0300 02 02 + 2
026 1 00 03 E8 030 1 00 04 £4
0262 00 1 2 £12 0302 00 04 £4
026 3 06 1 sn 0303 00 08 £8
0264 09 02 * a 0304 06 00 SIO
0265 05 02 t2 0305 00 07 £7
0266
.
02 02 + 2 0306 00 07 £7
0267 00 00 EO 0307 00 Oo £6
026d 06 00 SIO 0308 06 1 SI 1
0269 00 04 E4 3 09 09 02
0270 00 04 E4 03 1 05 02 t2
027 1 00 08 E8 03 1 1 02 02 + 2
0272 06 01 SI 1 03 12 00 04 £4
0273 09 02 a 03 13 00 04 £4
0274 05 05 t3 03 1 4 00 03 £8
0275 02 02 + 2 03 15 00 12 E12
0276 00 07 £7 03 1 6 06 00 SIO
0277 00 07 E7 03 17 00 00 £0
0278 00 06 £6 03 1 8 06 1 sn
02 7 9 00 12 £12 03 1 9 09 02 *
93

0320 05 03 v3 0360 9 02 #
032 1 02 02 + 2 036 1 05 03 t3
0322 00 04 £4 03b2 02 02 ^2
0323 00 04 E4 ' 0363 07 1 4 fiU
0324 08 E8 0364 1 5 02 02
032? 6 00 SiO 0365 02 02 + 2
0326 00 07 E7 0366 09 02
0327 00 07 £7 0367 05 1 1 Til
0323 00 06 E6 0368 02 02 + 2
0329 00 1 2 £12 0369 0? 03 *
0330 Oo 1 :i 1
033 1 09 02 a
0332 05 02 t2
0333 05 1 1 Til -
0334 02 02 + 2
0335 08 1 ii.
0336 1 04 T4
0337 06 1 4 SI 14
0338 00 02 E2
0339 00 00 EO
0340 05 1 4 Tl4
034 1 09 1 1 * w-
0342 06 1 4 SI 14
3-4 3 • 00 05 E5
0344 00 04 E4
034? 00 07 E7
03 4 6 6 00 STO
0347 00 05 E5
034d 00 06 E6
0349 OO 03 E3
0350 06 1 Sll '
03? 1 09 02 * a
0352 05 03 t3
0353 02 02 + 2
0354 00 00 EO
0355 06 00 blO •
0356 00 04 E4
0357 00 06 E6
035o 00 1 E 1




03 7 09 00 M
57 1 00 02 E2
0572 09 1 SI
0375 1 08 J'6
0574 00 05 E5
U57P 00 00 £0
0576 06 02 . oi2
0577 09 05 * 'J-
95

0:5 16 09 00 * M 04 18 00 1 E 1
0379 1 01 f 1 04 19 00 00 EO
0380 1 5 1 3 OD 0420 04 1 5 xi5
038 1 07 02 ^t2 042 1 07 1 4 r\£i4
0382 06 1 4 3114 0422 08 04 Jo
0383 06 01 ivE 0423 08 00 * S
0384 1 Od To 0424 Oo 06 Jx
3 £j p Op 1 4 t14 0425 07 1 5 r\tlP
0386 1 P 1 1 Oil 0426 1 5 1 1 DU
0387 06 02 512 0427 06 02 ST 2
03o8 00 1 E 1 042d 00 1 £ 1
0389 02 02 + 2 0429 02 02 + 2
0390 1 5 1 3 D13 0430 06 04 SI 4
039 1 07 01 Ktl 043 1 09 1 5 * 1
0392 06 14 ST 14
0393 08 01 •>£
0394 1 08 T8
039 5 05 1 4 t14
0396 1 5 1 1 Oil
0397 06 02 SI 2
0393 00 1 E 1
0399 02 02 + 2
0400 1 5 1 3 D13
040 1 07 03 ,^t3
0402 15 1 3 013
0403 07 03 Rl3 •
0404 06 1 4 SI 14
0405 09 02 * a
0406 1 1 1 F 1
0407 09 12 I
0408 06 1 5 1 sn?
0409 09 02 * a
04 1 10 1 i 1
04 1 1 03 14 -14
04 1 2 00 02 £2
04 1 3 02 1 4 + 14
04 14 09 00 M
04 1 P 08 Oo * -Ji
04 1 6 00 01 E 1




0432 09 00 M 0472 06 00 JO
0433 1 02 • f 2 0473 07 03 •^lJ
04 34 00 CO £0 0474 04 00 xu
0435 06 00 STO 0475 00 1 E 1
0436 00 1 E 1 0476 02 02 + 2
0437 06 1 SI 1 0477 1 5 1 1 Oil
043o 09 02 a 04 7 d 07 02 .0.2
0439 05 08 Tb 0479 06 01 SIl
0440 02 02 + 2 0480 07 03 It 3
044 1 00 1 E 1 048 1 04 1 X 1
0442 00 02 E2 0482 00 2 E2
044 3 06 1 SI 1 0483 02 02 + 2
0444 09 02 a 0484 09 02 a
04 4 5 05 10 rlO 04d5 05 03 t3
0446 02 02 + 2 0486 01 06 T6
0447 00 05 E5 0487 02 02 + 2 ^
0448 00 04 E4 0438 1 10 flO
0449 07 E7 0489 07 04 !\t4
0450 06 00 SIO 0490 06 1 4 SJU
045 1 00 05 E5 049 1 07 02 !VC2
0452 00 06 E6 0492 03 1 4 -14
0453 00 03 E3 0493 08 04 Jo
0454 06 01 SI 1 0494 06 00 * S
0455 00 03 E3 0495 00 03 E3
0456 00 00 EO 0496 09 02 * a
0457 06 02 ST 2 0497 05 1 1 Tli
0453 00 04 E4 049d 02 02 + 2
0459 00 04 E4 0499 09 03 * S?
04 6 00 09 E9 0500 09 00 * W
046 1 06 03 SI 3 050 1 00 03 E3
0462 09 02 * a 0502 07 1 rilO
0463 05 1 1 Tii 0503 02 00 +
0464 05 3 t3 0504 07 1 1 fvtil
0465 02 02 + 2 0505 02 1 +
1
0466 1 00 TO 050o 07 00 liO
0467 01 01 T 1 0507 00 1 2 Ei2
046o 1 1 TIQ 0508 06 00 SIO
0469 1 1
1
Til 0509 07 1 X]
0470 1 5 1 Oil 05 1 00 12 EI2
047 1 07 02 rx2 05 1 1 06 1 SI 1
97

05 1 2 1 5 1 1 Dii 0552 07 02 .u2
Oip 1 3 07 02 :i2 0553 06 1 4 jll4
05 1 4 Ob 1 4 SI 14 0554 07 03 it3
05 1 5 07 03 rtc3 0555 04 1 4 xi4
05 16 04 1 4 xi4 0556 06 1 Si 1
05 1 7 02 00 + 0557 00 02 E2
05 1 d 00 1 E 1 0553 02 02 + 2
05 19 02 02 + 2 0559 07 04 .*4
0520 1 5 1 1 DU 0560 06 1 4 SI 14
052 1 07 02 &2 03o 1 07 02 rt2
0522 06 1 4 ST 14 0562 03 1 4 -14
0523 07 03 Kt3 0563 08 04 Jo
0524 4 1 4 xl4 0564 08 00 * S
0525 02 1 + 1 0565 00 03 E3
0526 00 1 E 1 0566 09 02 * a
0527 03 02 -2 0567 05 1 1 Til
0528 09 02 * a 0563 02 02 + 2
0529 05 03 t3 0569 09 U3 SP
5 3 1 06 T6 0570 09 00 * M
053 1 02 02 + 2 057 1 10 1 fiJ
0532 1 1 f lO 0572 07 00 i^EO
0533 07 00 KtO 0573 06 06 ST 6
0534 06 1 4 Si 14 0574 07 1 f\tl
0535 09 1 2 I 0575 Ob 07 ST 7
0536 03 1 4 -14 0576 00 EO
0537 06 1 SliO • 57 7 06 00 STO
053d 07 1 .^1 057d 00 1 El
0539 06 1 4 SI 14 0579 00 02 E2
0540 09 1 2 * I 0580 00 1 2 E12
054 1 03 1 4 -14 05d 1 06 01 SI 1
0542 06 1 1 STli 0582 09 02 a
0543 1 5 1 1 Oil 05d3 05 03 t3
0544 07 02 ^t2 0584 02 02 + 2
0545 06 1 4 ST 14 0585 07 06 Kt6
0546 07 03 ,^£3 0586 06 00 STO
0547 04 1 4 xin 0587 07 07 ri7
054d 06 00 STO 0586 06 01 ST I
0549 00 1 E 1 0589 09 1 5 * R\
0550 02 02 + 2
055 1 1 5 1 1 DU
98

0590 09 00 * M 0630 08 07 Li
05y 1 1 03 f 3 063 1 1 5 1 1 DU
5 9 2 09 02 * a 06 3 2 07 02 rvL2
0593 05 1 1 Til 0633 1 5 02 02
0594 02 02 + 2 0634 1 01 T 1
0595 00 09 E9 0635 00 03 E3
059 6 00 09 c9 0636 02 02 + 2
0597 00 9 £9 0637 00 02 E2
0598 06 00 ilO 0638 00 00 EO
0^99 06 1 ill 0639 00 12 £12
0600 09 02 * a 0640 06 00 SIO
060 1 05 03 f 3 064 1 00 1 El
0602 02 02 + 2 0642 00 09 £9
0603 00 00 EO 0643 00 02 £2
0604 06 00 STO 0644 00 12 £12
0605 00 1 £1 0645 06 1 STl
0606 06 1 SIl 0646 09 2
06 7 09 02 * a 0647 05 03 t3
06 Ud 05 08 t8 0643 02 02 + 2
0609 02 02 + 2 0649 07 02 ivh2
06 1 00 00 EO 0650 06 00 SIO
06 1 1 06 00 SIO 065 1 07 04 it 4
06 12 00 1 El 0652 09 02 *
06 13 00 02 E2 0653 03 05 J*
06 1 4 06 01 M 1 0654 08 00 S
06 1 5 09 02 * a 06 55 08 07 tS
06 16 05 10 TlO 0656 07 04 .\t4
06 17 02 02 + 2 0657 06 02 SI 2
06 13 00 00 EO 0653 09 02 *
06 19 06 00 SIO 0659 05 1 1 tU
0620 00 04 £4 0660 02 02 + 2
062 1 00 00 EO 066 1 09 1 5
0622 06 1 511
0623 09 02 * a
0624 05 03 t3
0625 02 02 + 2 .
0626 00 03 E3
0627 00 02 £2
062d 06 02 iI2




0o62 9 00 M 0702 00 00 EO
0663 1 04 f 4 0703 06 02 SI 2
0664 09 02 a 07 04 09 00 * M
0665 05 1 1 Til 0705 09 07 C
0666 02 02 2 0706 1 5 1 1 Oil
0667 00 05 E5 07 7 07 02 il2
066cJ 00 1 E 1 07 Oo 06 5 5I5
6 6 9 00 00 EO 7 9 00 1 E 1
0670 06 00 SIO 07 1 02 02 + 2
067 1 00 09 £9 07 11 1 5 1 1 Dii
0672 '00 09 E9 07 1 2 7 02 Isc2
0673 00 09 E9 07 1 3 06 06 ST 6
0674 06 1 SI 1 07 14 07 05 .^5
0675 09 02 * a 07 1 5 Oo 12 x^
0676 05 03 t3 07 1 6 06 1 4 ST 14
0677 02 02 + 2 07 1 7 07 06 £6
06 7 3 00 00 EO 07 13 03 12 * x"
0679 06 00 SIO 07 1 9 02 1 4 + 14
06d0 00 04 E4 0720 03 1 3 * ^i
063 1 00 00 EO 072 1 06 10 STiU
0632 06 1 SIl 0722 07 05 to 5
0633 09 02 * a 0723 06 1 5 ST15
06 3 4 05 03 t3 0724 03 1 R£
0635 02 02 + 2 0725 1 04 T4
0636 00 00 EO 0726 . 06 1 4 ST 14
0637 06 00 SIO 0727 00 02 E2
0633 00 1 E 1 0723 00 00 EO
0639 06 01 SIl 0729 05 1 4 t14
06 9 09 02 a 07 3 09 1 1 V
06 9 1 05 08 t3 073 1 09 1 * ST
0692 02 02 + 2 0732 1 05 T5
0693 00 00 EO 0733 03 1 R£
0694 06 00 SIO 0734 01 05 T5
0695 00 1 E 1 0735 04 1 5 xl5
0696 00 02 E2 0736 08 12 x-"
0697 06 1 SI 1 0737 06 1 4 . SI 14
0693 09 02 a 0733 07 06 hto
0699 05 1 Tij 0739 Ob 1 5 STI5
0700 02 02 + 2 0740 03 1 K£
070 1 00 03 E3 074 1 1 05 T5
100

07 4 2 04 1 5 xib 07d2 Uo 14 jil4
0745 06 12 x^ 0783 00 03 E5
0744 02 1 4 + 14 07o4 00 06 E6
0745 08 1 3 ,w 0785 00 00 EO
0746 06 08 ST 8 78 6 Oto 09 ST 9
074 7 07 06 l6 07 8 7 7 1 i^t:J
0743 OS 05 J* 0783 05 1 4 rm
J749 05 00 * s 0739 09 06 * S'
7p0 09 06 s' 0790 03 09 -9
075 1 07 05 ,i5 07 9 1 08 00 * S
07p2 06 1 4 st;^ 0792 Od 1 1 * e'
0733 06 05 J* 0795 09 00 * M
07p4 08 00 * s 0794 09 08 * f
07 5 5 08 08 iN 0795 00 1 2 E12
0756 07 1 RE 10 0796 06 1 4 ST 14
0757 05 1 4 tU 0797 00 1 El
0756 09 06 * s- 0798 00 08 E8
07 5 9 06 09 S19 0799 00 00 EO
07 6 08 00 * 3 0800 Oo 09 ii9
07 6 1 08 1 1 e' 080 1 07 10 -•Tin
0762 09 00 M 0802 05 1 4 t14
0763 09 06 * s' 0803 09 06 s"
0764 07 05 K£5 0804 02 09 + 9
0765 06 1 4 ST 14 0805 08 00 * S
0766 08 05 J* 0806 08 1 1 * e*
0767 08 00 * S 0807 09 00 M
07o3 09 08 * f 0808 08 1 1 e'
0769 00 1 El 0o09 07 08 1^8
0770 00 08 E8 08 1 1 5 02 02
077 1 00 00 EO Oa 1 1 03 03 -5
0772 06 09 ST 9 08 12 00 00 EO
0773 07 1 A 08 1 3 06 00 STO
0774 05 1 4 t14 08 1 4 00 1 E 1
07 7 5 09 06 S* 08 1 5 00 02 E2
0776 03 09 -9 08 16 06 1 STl
0777 08 00 S Ob 1 7 09 02 a
0778 08 1 1 e* 08 1 8 05 03 t5
0779 09 00 * M 08 1 9 02 02 + 2
07d0 08 03 * iN 0820 07 09 KL9
07o 1 00 1 2 El^ 082 1 1 5 02 D2
101

0<i22 03 3 -3
062J 00 2 E2
0624 00 00 EO
0b25 1 2 EU
0a26 06 00 SIO
Oci27 00 02 E2
062o 00 EO
0629 00 04 E4
0630 00 1 2 Ei2
063 1 06 1 Si 1
Qd3 2 9 02 * a
0d33 05 03 t3
0834 02 02 + 2
083p 02 E2
0836 02 .0 2 + 2
0837 07 04 r>c4
0838 06 1 4 ST 14
0839 07 02 i±2
0840 03 1 4 -14
084 1 06 04 * Jo
0842 08 00 * s
0843 09 7 e
0844 07 04 ti4
0845 06 02 ST 2
0846 09 02 * a
08 4 7 05 1 1 tU
0848 02 02 + 2
0849 09 15 R]
08 5 09 1 4 * £P
102

SCHOTTKY BARRIER CAPACITANCE--PLOTTING AND LISTING ]PROGRAM
Verify = 7706
0000 09 00 M 0040 02 02 + 2
000 1 1 05 f 5 004 1 00 1 El
0002 09 02 * a 0042 03 02 -2
0003 05 1 1 Til 00^5 09 04 * J»
0004 02 02 -»-2 0044 Oo 00 S
0005 00 09 E9 0045 09 13 ^i
0006 00 08 E8 0046 00 00 EO
0007 06 00 SIO 0047 06 00 ilO
OOOd 1 £ 1 004d 00 09 E9
0009 00 00 EO 0049 00 00 EO
00 1 00 1 El 0050 06 01 sn
001 1 06 01 sn 0051 09 02 * a
00 1 2 09 02 * a 0052 05 02 t2
0013 05 03 t3 0053 02 02 + 2
00 1 4 02 02 + 2 0054 08 00 S
00 1 5 00 01 E 1 0055 Ob 1 3 Vx
0016 00 03 E3 0056 09 00 * M
00 17 06 02 3T2 0057 09 13 * iXi
00 18 09 00 * M 0058 00 00 £0
00 1 9 Ob 1 3 >S 0059 06 00 STO
0020 00 1 El 0060 00 1 El
002 1 00 00 EO 006 1 00 08 E8
0022 06 00 STO 0062 00 00 EO
0023 00 00 EO 0063 00 12 E12
0024 06 01 STl 0064 06 1 sn
002p 09 02 * a 0065 09 02 a
00 2 6 05 02 t2 0066 05 02 t2
0027 02 02 + 2 0067 02 02 + 2
0028 00 02 E2 0068 00 1 El
0029 00 00 EO 0069 00 01 El
0030 00 1 2 E12 0070 06 02 512
003 1 06 00 SIO 007 1 09 00 M
0032 09 02 a 0072 09 1 1 IT
0033 05 02 t2 0073 00 00 EO
0034 02 02 + 2 0074 06 00 SIO
0035 00 1 El 0075 00 1 El
0036 00 00 EO 0076 00 00 EO
0057 06 00 STO 0077 06 1 STl
0038 09 02 * a 0078 09 02 a
0039 05 02 t2 0079 05 02 t2
103

OOdO 02 02 + 2 0120 09 02 *
OOd 1 00 02 E2 12 1 05 03 t3
0082 00 00 EO 0122 02 02 + 2
0083 00 1 2 E12 0123 00 01 E 1
0084 06 1 sn 0124 06 1 sn
0085 09 02 * a 1 25 09 02 *
OOdo 05 02 t2 01 26 05 Ob tS
0087 02 02 + 2 1 27 02 2 -1-2
OOdS 00 1 £ 1 128 00 01 £1
008:? 00 00 EO 1 29 00 05 £5
0090 Ob 1 3T1 130 00 12 £i2
009 1 09 02 * a 13 1 c^e 00 SIO
0092 05 02 t2 132 00 00 EO
0093 02 02 + 2 0133 06 01 311
0094 00 01 E 1 01 34 09 02
0095 03 02 -2 1 35 05 10 TlO
0096 09 04 J. 01 36 02 1 2 + 12
0097 08 00 * S 137 1 1 2 T12
0098 1 1 06 F6 1 38 00 05 £5
0099 00 09 E9 01 39 1 1 2 112
100 00 00 EO 140 02 1 2 H2
010 1 06 00 3T0 14 1 01 04 T4
102 00 00 EO 142 02 07 t-7
103 06 1 STl 143 01 1 2 T12
1 04 09 02 a 144 02 06 ^6
01 05 05 02 t2 145 02 1 2 + 12
1 06 02 02 + 2 146 02 05 + 5
1 07 08 00 * S 147 02 02 + 2
1 08 09 1 1 !)• 143 00 04 E4
1 09 09 00 M 149 00 00 £0
110 1 1 06 F6 15 00 00 £0
111 00 03 E3 15 1 00 12 £12
112 00 07 E7 152 06 00 STO
113 00 00 EO 153 00 06 E6
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